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SELECTIVE SHEET DELIVERY APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

There exist in the prior art devices Which include printed 
sheet receiving inlets to sheet transports Which include sheet 
de?ectors for displacing the sheets from the transport and 
delivering the sheets to a receiving tray of a sheet sorter or 
stacker. 

An example of such prior art is seen in US. Pat. No. 
4,836,529, granted Jun. 6, 1989 and US. Pat. No. 5,048,819, 
granted Sep. 17, 1991, of Ikegami Tsushinki Co., Ltd. 

Other sheet transports of the type generally referred to 
above include Canon US. Pat. No. 4,878,656, granted Nov. 
7, 1989 and Minolta US. Pat. No. 5,509,645, granted Apr. 
23, 1996. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to adapt a sheet 
feeding and transport system for selective delivery of sheets, 
inverted or not, from a printer or copier and delivering the 
sheets to one of a variety of types of sheet receivers or post 
processing, sorting, stacking, job separating, mailboxing 
apparatus, selectively applicable at optional vertically 
spaced locations on the sheet transporting apparatus. 
A feature of this invention is that an inverter may or may 

not be included in an infeed device Which carries sheets from 
the source into the feed path, the infeed device being 
vertically adjustable to receive sheets from host machines 
having various output heights and requiring that the sheets 
be inverted or not. 

Another feature of the invention is that the sheet feed path 
is adapted for delivery of the sheets to one or another of 
various post processing or receiving devices and has a 
de?ector Which is vertically adjustable independently of the 
sheet feed path to selected locations for delivery of sheets to 
the selected post processing, stacking or receiving devices. 
In this connection, the apparatus also includes a sheet bypass 
in the base of the apparatus Which enables the apparatus to 
be positioned in tandem fashion in conjunction With addi 
tional similar devices in combination With a sheet inlet to the 
apparatus for sheets Which are being received in the tan 
demly arranged second apparatus. 

In the performance of the features referred to above, the 
apparatus includes a sheet transport With Which the adjust 
able infeed is vertically movable (either including or not 
including the inverter structure) by manual vertical 
adjustment, as illustrated, or by adjustment by automatic 
means, and it includes feed rolls engageable With a feed belt 
in various vertically adjusted presentation of a sheet to the 
feed path. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a side elevation of the selective sheet delivery 
apparatus shoWing in broken lines a variety of types of 
receivers applicable thereto; 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary vertical section shoWing the drive 
system for the paper path, the bulk of the other parts being 
removed for clarity; 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary section shoWing the paper feed 
path including the vertically adjustable optional inverter and 
the movable de?ector; 

FIG. 4 is a vieW generally corresponding With FIG. 3, but 
shoWing the paper feed path operable in conjunction With 
the vertically adjustable inverter and together With the 
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2 
vertically adjustable de?ector shoWn in various vertically 
adjusted positions; 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary vieW in perspective 
shoWing the details of the feed path and the adjustability of 
the positions of the paper receiving devices and the 
co-action of the inverter With the paper path mechanism; 

FIG. 6 is a vieW also taken on the line 5—5 of FIG. 4, but 
illustrating the adjustable inverter mechanism and the means 
for adjusting its vertical position With respect to various 
paper infeed heights of a copier or a printer; and 

FIG. 7 is a vieW shoWing, in vertical section, the infeed 
device With the inverter removed. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

As seen in the draWings, the apparatus of the present 
invention includes a mobile base B adapted to be supported 
for movement horiZontally on casters C for positioning to 
receive sheets fed from a copier or printer. The apparatus has 
a ?rst vertically adjustable infeed I and a bypass infeed B1 
and B2. 

In normal operation sheets exiting a copier or printer Will 
be fed into the infeed I. In the event that the units are 
mounted in tandem, sheets Will exit the apparatus at the 
bypass path B1 and enter the tandemed apparatus at bypass 
entrance B2, as Will be later described. 

The apparatus further includes shelves S on Which may be 
mounted or located, as desired, a stacker S1 on the upper 
shelf, a sorter S2 on an intermediate shelf and beloW the 
sorter S2, a simple receiving or stacking tray ST. 

It is Within the purvieW of the present invention that the 
stacker S1, the sorter S2 and the tray RT can be vertically 
arranged at any desired vertical position along the vertical 
extent of the housing or base B. 

As indicated in the Summary of the Invention, it is an 
object of the invention to adapt a sheet feeding and transport 
system for selective delivery of sheets, inverted or not, from 
a printer or copier and delivery of the sheets to one of a 
variety of sheet receivers, for post processing, sorting, 
stacking, job separating, etc., Which are selectively appli 
cable at optional vertically spaced locations on the sheet 
transporting apparatus of the invention. Therefore, the base 
or housing B contains various sheet receiving transporting 
and discharging mechanisms. 

Referring to FIG. 2, a drive system for a paper path is 
illustrated, such drive system including a motor M1 having 
a drive belt DB extending about a series of pulleys including 
loWer pulley 1 and upper pulley 2, in a path extending 
vertically Within the housing or base B and adapted to drive 
loWer and upper feed path pulleys P1 and P2. 
As seen in FIG. 3., the paper path is shoWn at PP as 

extending about the loWer and upper pulleys P1 and P2. The 
sheet inlet I is adapted to be vertically adjustably positioned 
in a position such that it Will receive from the copier or 
printer at the normal outlet therefrom, a sheet being fed into 
the apparatus. At this point it Will be seen that the sheet 
infeed includes a doWnWardly directed pair of divergent 
plates 10 and 11 Which Will feed the incoming sheets 
doWnWardly betWeen a pair of inversion rolls 12 and 13 
driven by an inverter motor M2 Which under suitable control 
and detection means can be reversed When the trailing edge 
of the sheet is detected so as to feed the incoming sheet 
upWardly to the upper one of a vertically spaced pair of 
transport rollers 14, Which are in engagement With a belt 
incorporated in the paper path PP. 
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The paper path PP is generally known in the state of the 
art, except for the adjustability of the input thereto to various 
heights. 

In essence, the paper path includes a number of endless 
belts 15 extending about the pulleys P1 and P2 from the 
rollers 14 Which are engaged With the belts for continuous 
drive so as to be in paper feeding pressure contact With them. 
Feed is continued betWeen the belts and associated spring 
guides 16 Which are vertically extensible and retractable on 
the upper and loWer runs of the belts above and beloW the 
rolls 14. The spring guides 16 are connected to the vertically 
adjustable infeed I at 17 and 18 (see FIGS. 5 and 7). 
Therefore, feed pressure is maintained on sheets passing 
from the infeed to betWeen the belt at the upWardly extended 
one and doWnWardly extended one of the belts. If desired, as 
shoWn in the prior art, the spring guides may be laterally 
offset from the belts, but in any event, are adapted to 
maintain transport pressure on the sheets of paper to and 
through the apparatus. 

The spring guides are adapted to be retracted by spring 
loaded spools 19 as the inlet module is moved vertically so 
as to alWays maintain the necessary pressure betWeen the 
belts and the rollers Within the vertically adjustable module. 

At the upper end, the feed path is released from the spring 
guides, but arched members 16a are provided in the cover to 
direct sheets to above the upper pulleys. 

The free ends of other retractable springs 20 are con 
nected to the top of the vertically adjustable de?ector and to 
reWind spools 21, to maintain feed pressure for movement of 
the paper doWnWardly on the opposite side of the feed path, 
during vertical movement of the de?ector D. 

As seen best With reference to FIGS. 5 and 7, the de?ector 
is connected by a clamp 22 to a continuous belt Which is 
driven by a motor M3 to the various vertical heights of 
adjustment at Which the de?ector can direct sheets from the 
transport into a selected receiving apparatus. The de?ector 
moves vertically in a slot 22a in the opposite side Walls. In 
order to de?ect a sheet from the paper path, the de?ector 
includes ?ngers 23 and 24 Which extend betWeen the belts 
of the paper transport to strip the paper therefrom as the belt 
run moves doWnWardly. This de?ection occurs as the runs of 

the feed path move in the direction of the arroW, depending 
upon the vertical position of the de?ector. 
As seen in FIG. 5, the apparatus is provided With means 

25, such as bayonet slots and pins, Whereby the shelves or 
the various sheet receiving devices can be interchangeably 
or removably mounted on the housing or base B. 

As seen in FIGS. 6 and 7, the input module I is vertically 
adjustable by means of a series of vertical notches 25 formed 
in the side Walls of the housing structure and levers 26 Which 
are adapted to normally engage in the notches but to be 
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4 
pivotally moved from the notches by thumb pieces 27 
forming part of the levers, the levers being held engaged in 
the notches by the coiled springs 28 at each side of the 
assembly. 
The input module has rollers 29 mounted thereon Which 

are vertically movable in vertically extended slots 30 in the 
side Walls for stability at any selected position of the 
module. 

As seen in FIG. 7, the inversion mechanism has been 
removed from the infeed module, for use of the apparatus in 
the event that the nature of the copier or printer, Which 
supplies sheets to the module, does not require inversion of 
the sheets. Also, in that case, the module is modi?ed by 
installing inlet guides 110 and 111 Which lead upWardly to 
the upper infeed roller, so that the leading edge of the 
incoming sheet is picked up betWeen the means de?ning the 
feed path and that particular roller 14 for delivery in an 
upWard direction, initially. 

Preferably the apparatus is adapted to be used in tandem 
With an identical apparatus. In such a case, as seen in FIG. 
4, When the de?ector is at its loWermost position, the sheets 
Will be de?ected into a bottom section of the housing in 
Which are mounted suitable feed rollers and drive means 
therefor, Whereby sheets Will be fed from the bottom of the 
housing at B1 to the loWer inlet guide B2 at the bottom of 
the paper path PP, and then fed upWardly to the loWer feed 
rollers of the input module, betWeen the belts and the input 
module, and then transported to the upper rollers of the input 
module for continued transport to the diverter D. 

Having thus described the invention, the scope Will be 
de?ned by the folloWing claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A printed sheet transport apparatus comprising: a 

vertically extended structure supporting a sheet inlet means, 
sheet transport means, including belts extending vertically in 
the apparatus for receiving sheets from said sheet inlet 
means, vertically movable sheet de?ector means for remov 
ing sheets from said transport means, means for vertically 
adjusting said sheet de?ector means to various heights of 
vertical adjustment, and means for supporting a plurality of 
sheet receivers on said apparatus for receiving sheets at 
selected vertical positions of said sheet de?ector means, 
Wherein said inlet means is vertically adjustable Within said 
vertically extended structure and includes a pair of vertically 
spaced sheet feeding rolls constituting a portion of said sheet 
transport means, inversion roll means in said inlet means for 
inverting sheets supplied thereto and operable to deliver an 
inverted sheet upstream to said sheet feeding rolls, and inlet 
guide means for guiding sheets to said inversion roll means. 


